Insights into aggregation and transport of graphene oxide in aqueous and saturated porous media: Complex effects of cations with different molecular weight fractionated natural organic matter.
The stability of nanomaterials in aquatic environment is a critical factor that governs their fate and ecotoxicity. Meanwhile, the interaction between nanomaterials and ubiquitous natural organic matter (NOM) is a vital process that influences the transport and biological effects of nanomaterials in the environment. However, impacts of NOM on the aggregation and transport of two-dimensional nanomaterials, especially for the increasingly used graphene oxide (GO), are not well understood. Particularly, there is lack of exploration on potential impacts of the heterogeneous properties of NOM on GO behaviour, especially that induced by the wide molecular weight (MW) span of NOM. In this study, effects of several kinds of well-characterized MW fractionated Suwannee River NOM (Mf-SRNOMs) on the aggregation and transport of GO in aqueous media and saturated porous media were investigated. Our results suggest that the stability and migration capacity of GO under most investigated electrolyte conditions are promoted by all Mf-SRNOMs, and efficiencies of different Mf-SRNOMs are generally positively correlated with their MW. Primarily, mechanisms including MW-dependent steric hindrance and sorption of Mf-SRNOMs onto GO are critical in stabilizing GO, and thus facilitating its transport. However, the stronger sorption of higher Mf-SRNOMs onto the GO basal plane through π-π interaction further facilitated the cation bridging between both ends of Mf-SRNOM and GO, and resulted in heteroaggregation of NOM-GO. Moreover, the weight analysis indicated that despite the fact that high Mf-SRNOMs only occupied a small percentage of pristine-SRNOM, they showed a stronger contribution towards pristine-SRNOM's capacity in stabilizing GO, when compared with that of lower MW counterpart. These findings pointed out that complex effects of the heterogeneities of NOM and cations should be highly relevant when the aggregation and transport behaviour of two-dimensional nanomaterials is investigated, and NOM fractions that are highly aromatic and of a higher MW should receive greater attention.